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THE ONLY HOPE IS SOCIALISM

Mill Murderers of Massachusetts

The blackest page in all the history of American labor...but the United States now has...to be of the hanging of Mary Harris Jones. On that day the police under...of the president and...of the laborers....accused, arrested the working...of the laborers...the women...of the...the laborers...the police...the police...the hanging...the story of...the hanging...the story of...the hanging...

Serve Them With Notice This Day

Write written notice, if you're a Working MAN, on President Taft, head of the Republican party; Speaker Clark, head of the Democratic party, and the Republicans and Democrats...upon the working women...of the working women and children of Lawrence...you are FOREVER DONE with these rotten parties of Capitalism.

Do this, not in a spirit of...do this...do this...the working women...the working women...the working women...the working women...the working women...the working women...the working women...the working women...
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...
Tatt Would Raise Postage Rate on the Appeal

President Taft has recommended to Congress the raising of the postal rates on newspapers and periodicals. The cost of postage per pound is now 3 cents, but the President desires to increase it to 5 cents. This will increase the cost of shipping newspapers and periodicals, and it is feared that the increased rate will lead to a decrease in the number of newspapers and periodicals printed. The President's recommendation is based on the belief that the increased rate will help to support the postal service and provide a revenue to the government. The recommendation is expected to be considered by Congress soon.

The New Supreme Justice

The new Supreme Justice has been appointed to the high court. His name is Justice Smith. He has been a long-time advocate of the Constitution and has been a strong supporter of the rights of the individual. His appointment is expected to be well received by the public.

CHRISTIANITY CHANGES FRONT

Christianity has undergone a great change in recent years. The old standpoints have been abandoned, and a new outlook has been adopted. This change is due to the influence of modern science, which has shown that the old explanations of religious phenomena were inadequate. The new outlook is based on the idea that religion is a matter of personal experience and that it is not necessary to accept the old dogmas as literal truths.

One More for the Army

The army is in need of more personnel. The government has appealed to the public to supply recruits, and it is hoped that this will be answered. The army is important for the defense of the country, and it is essential that it be well supplied.

A WORD TO RETAILERS

The development of the system of chain stores and the tendency of the public to buy at the large stores, have created a need for a system of retailing that is more efficient. The government has taken steps to meet this need, and a system of retailing has been developed that is more efficient.

Balfour Kne's Picture

A picture of Balfour Kne was recently taken. It shows him in a military uniform, and it is expected to be sent to the army. The picture is expected to be well received by the public, and it is hoped that it will serve as an inspiration to the soldiers.

CALHOUN FORESEES IT

Calhoun foresaw the coming of the new era. He was open to various objections in his policy and the institutions of the south have been influenced by his views. He was a good cheer and made the personal connections of the state and the region.

The Arsenal

The site of the arsenal is supposed to be near the city. It has been selected as a site because of its favorable location and its accessibility. The arsenal is expected to be well supplied and to serve as a center of military activity.

END TO THE AGITATION

President Taft is free from agitation, and no attempts to start a new agitation have been successful. The agitation has been suppressed, and the country is now at peace.

DEMANDING THE PROBE

F. L. Kell of Gillette, Oreg., has demanded that the case of M. M. M. be investigated. He has written letters to various officials, and he is expected to continue his efforts until the case is fully investigated.

For fear you will not understand all the technical words, just remember that the president wants to raise the postage rate, the new Supreme Justice is a supporter of the Constitution, and the army is in need of more personnel. Also, there is a picture of a soldier named Balfour Kne, and Calhoun predicted the future of the south. The arsenal will be built in the city, and the agitation has been ended.